
Illegal Alcohol: Trends & Challenges



"...Because it is where the money is." 



We have a shared 
interest in 

Loss of  tax 
revenue

Illegal alcohol is a problem for all of us

interest in 
targeting illegal 

alcohol

Health harms

Restrictions to 
legitimate 

business & 
consumers

Funding for other 
criminal activity 

The impact is felt by 
authorities, society & 

legal businesses



First, we need to understand 
what the problem is… and how big it is

Different products 
have different illegal 

risk profiles



A quarter of total alcohol beverages market 
(Volume LAE) is illegal alcohol



The threat differs by market…



14% of total alcohol beverages
market (Value US$mn) is illegal alcohol



The value pool (US$) has a different profile than 
the volume (LAE) of IAB across the region



To put it in perspective…



Prices of illegal alcohol are 30% lower than 
legal retail prices at a regional level





IAB: a common problem throughout the region (and beyond)



What is the contribution of  
fermented beverages to the IAB market in volume? 



And what is the contribution of  
fermented beverages to the IAB market in value? 



Does excise level affect 
illegal alcohol markets?



In 6 LatAm countries, beer tax evasion 
is not an issue because….

Excise 
rate is 

unified at 
national 

level

Beer has 
a low 

intrinsic 
value 

compared 
to spirits

There is a 
handful of 
production 

plants  

Effective 
fiscal 

controls at 
the plants 
is already 
in place



• Highly disruptive and costly  (billions of bottles/cans)
• Unfair technical barrier to beer imports
• Disproportionally affects artisan beer production

Tax stamps / fiscal marking is 
expensive and ineffective because it is: 





Is a tax stamps / fiscal marking regime effective for beer?

Is there a 
significant illegal 

beer problem?
Will tax stamps / 

fiscal marks be an 
effective solution?

What type of 
solution is best? 

Are there alternative 
initiatives that could 

be less costly /  
equally (or more 

effective)?

Is a marking 
solution value for 

money?

Can the business & 
international trade 

challenges be 
overcome?

What are the 
unforeseen 

consequences?



Tackle the problem effectively, promoting a virtuous circle

The ideal The ideal 

The threat from illegal 
trade is a significant cost 

to society

The challenge for 
governments is to tackle the 

What does success look like?
Increased revenues, increased 

seizures, reduced negative The ideal 
measure is 

the one that is 
effective, 

targeted & 
proportionate

The ideal 
measure is 

the one that is 
effective, 

targeted & 
proportionate

If the solution is ineffective, 
illegal alternatives could 

become even more attractive For instance, 
Brazil

governments is to tackle the 
problem successfully

Fiscal marking must be 
backed by adequate 

enforcement

Fiscal marking appears to 
work well in specific 

circumstances

Fairly balance measures that 
target illegal activity with the 

impact on complying  
businesses

seizures, reduced negative 
social outcomes, etc…



Technology

Increased 
enforcement 

capability Frees up limited 

Offers new & 
exciting 

possibilities

Technology is an enabler

capability Frees up limited 
resource possibilities

Technology supplements enforcement… it does not replace it.

� The first step is to understand the nature & size of the challenge

� Technology can offer a perfect solution…to the wrong problem 

� …or offer a solution to a problem that does not exist…

Focus on the problem, not the technology



The challenge: to control fiscal loss in the most e ffective wayThe challenge: to control fiscal loss in the most e ffective way

Illegal trade is a 
significant cost to 

society

Illegal alcohol 
beverages have 

different illegal trade 
profiles

Beer is Beer is 
comparatively comparatively 

at low riskat low risk
(6 LatAm)

Conclusion

The challenge for 
governments is to tackle 
the problem choosing the 

most effective policy 
options

Taking advantage of 
technology when 

appropriate

…without penalising 
those that comply

Obtaining sustainable & effective fiscal loss control 
(convert a threat into an opportunity) 


